ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
WINGS OVER EAST AFRICA
PASSPORT AND VISA INFORMATION
Your passport needs to be valid for at least six (6) months after your journey ends, and should
have a minimum of six (6) blank visa pages for entry and exit stamps.
Uganda
An Electronic Visa (eVisa) visa is required for U.S. and Canadian passport holders for
entry into Uganda. To apply for an eVisa, visit https://visas.immigration.go.ug. The current fee
for a single-entry visa is USD $51.50 (subject to change without notice.) Read and follow all
instructions carefully to ensure a smooth arrival in Uganda. Please be aware that eVisas are valid
for 90 days after issuance. Therefore, do not apply for your eVisa too far in advance.
During the application process you will be required to upload a copy of your International
Certificate of Vaccination for yellow fever provided by your physician (refer to the Vaccinations
section below for further specifics.)
Tanzania
A tourist visa is required for U.S. and Canadian passport holders for entry into Tanzania.
There are currently two options available as outlined below. A&K recommends an electronic visa
(eVisa).
Electronic Visa (eVisa): To apply for an eVisa, visit eservices.immigration.go.tz/visa. The current
fee for a multiple-entry visa, which is valid for one year, is USD $100 (subject to change without
notice). We recommend that you apply at least 60 days prior to your arrival date.
When applying for your eVisa make sure you have your passport details, a copy of your passport
photo and return ticket, as you will need to upload these documents to complete the application
process. Read and follow all instructions carefully to ensure a smooth arrival in Tanzania.
•

Complete the “Travel Information” section of the on-line application as indicated below:
A. Type of Visa: Multiple Entry
B. Purpose of Visit: “Leisure and Holiday”
C. Port Type: Choose either “Airports” of “Roads”
D. Port of Entry and Port of Departure: These specific ports may be left blank
E. Date of Arrival: Enter your date of entry for Tanzania
F. Departure Date: Enter your departure date from Tanzania
G. Host Details: Select “Company/Organization”
H. Full names and Physical Address of the Host: Abercrombie & Kent Tanzania, Njiro Hil,
P.O. Box 427. Arusha
I. Host Telephone Number: +255 272 508 348
J. Host Email: info@abercrombiekent.co.tz
K. Where are you going to stay? Choose hotel from the dropdown menu and then enter the
contact information of the first hotel on your itinerary.

If you experience technical problems with the eVisa website, try again a few hours later or the
following day.
A visa can also be obtained on arrival in Tanzania, however, the visa on arrival process requires
applicants to stand in several different lines with wait times of two hours or longer.
Kenya
An Electronic Tourist Visa (eVisa) is required for U.S. and Canadian passport holders for
entry into Kenya. To apply for an eVisa, visit evisa.go.ke/evisa.html. The current fee for a single-

entry* visa is USD $51 (subject to change without notice). A tourist visa is only valid for 90 days
from the date of issuance, so do not apply for your Kenya visa more than 90 days prior to
departure.
Kenya is currently waiving visa requirements for children ages 15 or younger. Children in this age
group need only present a valid passport upon arrival.
When applying for your eVisa make sure you have your passport details, a copy of your passport
photo and your itinerary for your journey in Kenya, as you will need to upload these documents to
complete the application process.
Please note the following:
•

You will need to indicate the type of visa you require. A single-entry eVisa for Kenya allows
you to enter, exit and re-enter the country after visiting either Tanzania, Uganda or Rwanda,
without having to purchase a multiple-entry visa.

•

Complete the “Travel Information’ section of the application as indicated below:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Applicants Reason for Travel: Select Tourism
Entry Date: Enter your date of entry for Kenya
Departure Date: Enter your departure date from Kenya
Host Details: Select Firm
Full names and Physical Address of the Host: Abercrombie & Kent Nairobi, Mombasa
Road
F. Host Telephone Number: +254206950000
G. Host Email: info@abercrombiekent.co.ke
H. Choose how you will be arriving int Kenya: Air, Ship, Road
I. Select" Point of Entry" from drop down menu
If you experience technical problems with the eVisa website, try again a few hours later or the
following day.
Our partner VisaCentral offers easy, efficient U.S. passport and visa processing. Visit them online
at visacentral.com/abercrombiekent or call 844 823 1224 and reference A&K’s account number
73001. Service fees apply.
Citizens of other countries should contact the appropriate consular office for entry requirements
pertaining to their journey.

COVID-19 COUNTRY ENTRY REQUIREMENTS & TRAVEL ADVISORIES
A&K requires proof of COVID-19 vaccination for travel on this journey.
The following are the current COVID-19 screening requirements for entry into Uganda, Tanzania
and Kenya for U.S. and Canadian residents. Visit the U.S. Department of State at travel.state.gov
or the Government of Canada at travel.gc.ca/travelling/advisories for up-to-date information and
travel advisories. All requirements are subject to change.
Uganda
•
Present an original COVID-19 vaccination certificate indicating full vaccination completed no
less than 14 days before arrival. The current approved vaccines are Pfizer (Comirnaty),
Moderna (Spikevax), AstraZeneca (Vaxzevria) and Janssen/Johnson & Johnson
(Ad26.COV2.S). To meet changing requirements, a booster shot is recommended. Children
aged 5 years and under are exempt.
•

All travellers arriving to and departing from Uganda are required to complete an online
Health Declaration form https://poe-screening.health.go.ug within 24 hours of their flight
time. There are two online forms: Arrival and Departure. Travellers completing the

Departure form will need to indicate which districts they have visited during their stay in
Uganda. Please ensure you complete this information accurately to avoid a possible fine.
The most frequently visited districts in Uganda are listed below:
Entebbe - Wakiso District
Bwindi National Park - Kanungu District
Queen Elizabeth National Park - Kasese District
Kibale National Park - Fortportal District
Murchison Falls National Park - Masindi District
Kampala - Kampala District
Upon completing either form, you will receive a QR code which you will be required to present to
Port Health staff on arrival and again, on departure in Uganda. Save the QR code in your phone
and you may want to print out a copy to carry with you.
Primate Tracking Restrictions Related to Covid-19
The following are the current COVID-19 restrictions related to primate tracking excursions in
Uganda. These requirements are subject to change given the fluidity of the situation.
•

A maximum of eight (8) trackers shall be allowed to track a gorilla group per day.

•

A maximum of six (6) trackers shall be allowed to track a chimpanzee group at a time.

•

Trackers must keep a distance of not less than 10 meters (32 feet) away from the gorillas and
chimpanzees during this period.

•

All trackers and porters must wear masks. Visitors will take frequent breaks during the trek to
breathe fresh air.

Tanzania
• Present an original COVID-19 vaccination certificate indicating full vaccination completed at
least 14 days prior to arrival. The current approved vaccines are Pfizer (Comirnaty), Moderna
(Spikevax) and AstraZeneca (Vaxzevria) and Janssen/Johnson & Johnson (Ad26.COV2.S).
To meet changing requirements, a booster shot is recommended.
•

Any asymptomatic travellers with a positive test result will be subject to mandatory
quarantine, at a designated location under surveillance until they test negative using PCR
tests, or otherwise evaluated by public health experts as non-infectious. Any symptomatic
travellers with positive results will be isolated for treatment at designated health facilities until
they become asymptomatic and test negative using PCR tests. The list of quarantine
locations can be found at www.moh.go.tz. Any related expenses will be the responsibility of
the traveller.

•

Travellers are subject to medical screening on arrival, including a temperature check,
questionnaire, and visual assessment.

Kenya
• Present an original COVID-19 vaccination certificate indicating full vaccination completed at
least 14 days prior to arrival. The current approved vaccines are Pfizer (Comirnaty), Moderna
(Spikevax) and AstraZeneca (Vaxzevria) and Janssen/Johnson & Johnson (Ad26.COV2.S).
To meet changing requirements, a booster shot is recommended. Children ages 12 and
under are exempt from this vaccination requirement.

•

Travellers are subject to medical screening on arrival in Kenya, including a temperature
check, questionnaire and visual assessment.

COVID-19 Testing Information

A&K will arrange any required COVID-19 testing during your time in Uganda, Tanzania and
Kenya as follows:
In Uganda, the current cost of local testing is USD $40-$100, plus a USD $35 medical service fee
(subject to change without notice).
The current cost for local testing in Tanzania ranges from USD $90-$200 (subject to change) and
can be paid by credit card or cash in U.S. dollars.
The current cost for local testing in Kenya ranges from USD $130-$355 (subject to change) and
may be paid by credit card or cash in U.S. dollars. An additional cost of USD $150 per person for
transportation to/from testing in safari game reserves may apply and is to be paid locally in cash
in U.S. dollars.

VACCINATIONS
A yellow fever vaccination is currently required of ALL travellers in order to enter Uganda. The
vaccine must be administered at least 10 days prior to your arrival, and you must carry an
International Certificate of Vaccination provided by your physician; without it, you may be denied
entry. You may also be asked to show proof of yellow fever vaccination when leaving Uganda. In
addition, applicants are required to upload a copy of their International Certificate of Vaccination
when applying for their Uganda tourist visa. If your physician advises against receiving the
vaccination because of your personal medical history, he or she can provide you with the
necessary documentation for the country/countries you are visiting. Note: the requirements and
enforcements of yellow fever vaccinations to enter and/or leave Uganda are subject to change
without notice. As a result, it is prudent to be vaccinated and carry your International Certificate of
Vaccination with you, even during times when online sources may indicate it is not required.

LOCAL HEALTH & SAFETY PROTOCOLS
While in Uganda and Tanzania, face masks must be worn during any indoor or outdoor public
activities. In accordance with local regulations in Kenya, face masks are required on public
transportation including air travel. In all countries, all persons are required to practice physical
distancing of at least 6 feet (2 meters).
We encourage you to bring your own masks; a supply will be on hand where needed. Note all
protocols are subject to change in accordance with relevant guidelines, local regulations and
conditions.
Because of Uganda’s high elevations, you may experience altitude sickness. Please consult your
healthcare provider for suggestions on prevention and treatment.

CASH & CREDIT CARDS
Uganda, Tanzania and Kenya have cash-based economies. Cash transactions can be made in
either U.S. dollars or the local currency in each country. U.S. dollars should be recently issued
bills in smaller denominations. Major credit cards are accepted on a very limited basis, mainly in
the largest shops, hotels and lodges. Access to ATM machines is available in larger cities, but
limited in rural areas.

OF SPECIAL NOTE: PLASTIC BAGS
Plastic bags are banned in Uganda, Tanzania and Kenya. The ban applies to “carrier and flat
bags,” primarily targeting bags from shops and grocery stores, but also extending to Ziploc bags,
duty-free bags and bubble wrap. If tourists have those types of bags visible while in the airport,
they are likely to be confiscated. Bags designed for multiple use, such as zippered cosmetic
bags, are not included in the ban.

PACKING LIST & BAGGAGE RESTRICTIONS

On flights within East Africa, each passenger is limited to a maximum baggage weight of 33
pounds (15 kilograms). This includes the weight of purses and camera equipment in addition to
regular luggage. Luggage restrictions are adhered to very strictly and passengers should pack
their bags accordingly. Soft-sided luggage or duffels are preferable to hard luggage for storage on
safari vehicles and also on aircraft used throughout East Africa. Dimensions should not exceed
23 inches (58 centimeters) long x 13 inches (33 centimeters) high x 10 inches (25 centimeters)
wide. As a convenience, A&K provides each safari guest with a complimentary, custom-designed
A&K Duffel. This bag is specifically crafted to meet airline standards.
Flights aboard light aircraft within East Africa may not be direct. Multiple stops may be made to
offload passengers at safari camp landing strips. A change of aircraft may be required.
Please use the provided A&K luggage tags, even if your bags already have ID tags. This makes it
easier for A&K staff to collect and manage your luggage for you.
Safe Travel Essentials
Be sure to bring personal protective equipment (PPE), including face masks, travel-sized hand
sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol, facial tissues and disinfecting wipes or spray.
Clothing
Choose comfortable and casual clothing in natural, "breathable" fabrics and versatile styles that
can be layered, as temperatures may vary considerably in the course of the day. For game
viewing, wear neutral colors (though not camouflage, which is illegal in most national parks and
reserves). Black, navy or other dark colors tend to attract insects. Smart casual attire is
appropriate for evenings. Formal clothing is not necessary.
When primate tracking, wearing long pants and shirts made of sturdy fabric is recommended to
protect against scratches from stinging nettles and thorny vegetation. Bring a good pair of
comfortable walking/hiking boots with textured soles, and ideally a good pair of protective leather
or garden gloves should be worn. Gaiters are also highly recommended. Avoid wearing perfume
or cologne. Those with longer hair may wish to wear it in a ponytail or tuck it under a hat to avoid
being tangled with thorny vegetation or flying insects.
□ Casual slacks

□ Walking shorts

□ Polo shirts, casual short-sleeve shirts
or blouses

□ Long sleeve shirts or blouses

□ Comfortable walking shoes with traction

□ If you are travelling during Africa's winter
months of mid-May through early September,
bring warm clothing — heavy sweater, hat,
gloves, lined jacket — to protect against chilly
early morning and evening temperatures. A
lined jacket is needed year-round when
visiting the Ngorongoro Crater

□ A pair of rubber beach sandals to use as
slippers.

□ Brimmed hat for sun protection

□ Swimwear/cover-up

□ Personal garments

□ Sports bra for women for bumpy roads

□ Sleepwear

□ Socks

Other Recommended Items
□ Sunglasses / Sun block

□ Insect repellent with high % of DEET to
protect against mosquitos and tsetse flies*

□ Prescriptions and medications (in their
original bottles and/or packaging)

□ Simple first-aid kit

□ Extra eyeglasses/contact lenses

□ Smartphone

□ Charging cables for electronics

□ Global travel adapter

Optional Items
□ Small LED flashlight

□ Foldable walking stick

□ Lightweight binoculars

□ Small daypack or fanny pack

□ Inflatable pillow or stadium cushion can
make bumpy roads more comfortable

□ Low-suds detergent for washing small items
of personal laundry

*Note: many properties provide insect repellent in rooms/tents. However, you may wish to bring
your own preferred brand.
Laundry Service is available at most hotels, lodges and camps. Because some laundries in Africa
do not accept any underclothing, be prepared to wash your own smalls. Laundry techniques may
not be suitable for delicate and/or synthetic fabrics. Check costs and return times before using
these services.

TIPPING GUIDELINES
While decisions regarding tipping rest entirely with you, we suggest the following gratuities (noted
in U.S. dollars) depending on the type of journey.
All Small Group Journeys
and Pre/Post Tour Group
Extensions

Tailor Made and
Signature Journeys

Resident Tour Director or
Group Extension Guide

$15 per person, per day

Not applicable

Safari Driver-Guides

$10 per person, per day

$15 per person, per day

Not applicable

$20 per person, per day
(full day)

$10 per person

$10 per person

Airport Transfer Drivers

Included

$5 per person, per transfer

Hotel Porters

Included

$2 per bag

Bush Lodges and
Permanent Tented
Camps

Included

$10 per person, per day –
Gratuities are accepted at each
property and shared among the
staff.

Housekeepers

Included

$2 per person, per night

Included Meals

Included

Included

Restaurants or Room
Service on Own

10-15% unless already
added

10-15% unless already added

Local Safari or City
Guides
Hot Air Balloon Pilots
(if applicable)

For extra nights or Tailor Made services added to a Small Group Journey, please follow the Tailor
Made Journeys guidelines for these days only.

OF SPECIAL NOTE: GORILLA TRACKING IN UGANDA
The following information will help you get the most from a once-in-a-lifetime wildlife adventure.
There are three sub-species of gorilla in the world. The western lowland gorilla and the eastern
lowland gorilla are, respectively, native to West Africa and East-Central Africa. The third subspecies – the mountain gorilla (Gorilla beringei beringei) – is one of the most endangered species
in the world and found only in isolated habitats in Uganda and Rwanda.
King Kong Versus Dian Fossey
When pioneering British explorers of the 19th century first brought word of their existence to the
Western world, gorillas quickly developed a reputation as unpredictable, aggressive marauders.
Fed by popular culture (think “King Kong”), this sensational characterization was contradicted by
science when Dian Fossey began her famous studies of mountain gorillas in the Virungas.
Ms. Fossey’s groundbreaking observations, which began in 1963 and continued until her death in
1985, proved that gorillas were surprisingly gentle vegetarians with an elaborate social structure.
Her efforts also brought world attention to the gorillas’ plight, as poaching and loss of habitat
continued to severely reduce its already-dwindled numbers.
Gorillas and Tourism
Today, tourism is fundamental to the preservation of gorilla habitat and, ultimately, to the survival
of the gorilla itself. There are no mountain gorillas in captivity; they do not survive long or breed
outside their highland forests.
Tourism finances habitat preservation, anti-poaching and community conservation efforts,
habituation of gorilla families, and safeguards to limit the number of visitors and prevent
exploitation of the species. As local people continue to be employed as trackers and guides, their
lives and the lives of the gorillas have become increasingly interconnected, offering added hope
for long-term survival.
What to Expect on a Gorilla Tracking Excursion
The day begins early. Set your alarm clock for an early-morning call, as you will want to be
washed, dressed and breakfasted in time to leave camp at 7:45 am. Wear neutral colors and
bring your rain gear. Long sleeves and long trousers tucked into your socks are a must:
protection against ants, stinging nettles and whipping foliage.
After arriving at the Park Headquarters, you will join your guide(s) and tracker(s) and begin
tracking. Your lead tracker looks for clues—footprints, gnawed bamboo, dung—which indicate the
location of a gorilla group.
Note: It is highly recommended that guests hire a personal porter (arranged and paid for locally)
to assist you during the trek.
Definitely Not a Walk in the Park
Mountain gorillas prefer densely overgrown landscapes with plenty of food plants near the
ground, and they think nothing of climbing extremely steep slopes to reach the vegetation they
like. As a result, tracking gorillas can be very difficult for humans.
You may walk for three or four hours to find them, followed by an equally long and potentially
difficult return trip. En route, you may find yourself challenged by mud, slippery slopes, stinging
nettles and paths leading across deep beds of thick vines.
Correct footwear and clothing are essential, as is general good health and excellent physical
condition. A pre-departure program of walking, stair-climbing, bicycling, knee bends or similar
exercise will help build strength and stamina for your trek. Ask your doctor for his/her
recommendations.

Trackers usually allow for brief rest breaks en route, but they must be mindful of the time required
to get out to the gorillas, spend a full hour with them, and return back down the trail before dark.
As a result, their usual pace is brisk and steady. If you fall behind the group or are having
difficulty negotiating some portion of the trail, a staff member will stay with you to assist, but the
rest of the group will probably continue forward.
Sniff, Sniff—Gorillas!
You will probably smell the gorillas before you see them. As you move closer, your tracker will
make soft smacking and groaning sounds to assure the group that friends are approaching. If
your morning trek has not been unusually long, you are likely to visit gorillas during their midday
rest and play period.
The dominant male (usually a silverback) lounges on the ground or against a tree while
youngsters roll in the vegetation and climb on trees, vines and each other. Females nurse and
play with their infants. Occasionally, a curious adolescent may approach you or someone in your
party, but remember that touching gorillas is strictly forbidden.
Stay Low and Quiet
Your group will be instructed to crouch down and stay together while observing gorillas. The
dominant male wants to be able to see you at all times, to ensure that his family is not being
threatened or surrounded. Don’t stare directly into the eyes of a gorilla—along with humans; they
share the sense that a fixed stare is an aggressive gesture. Stay low, maintain a subservient
posture and watch them sideways or from below.
Sometimes, as a release of tension or a display for the rest of the group, a male gorilla will charge
a tracking group, beating his chest, tearing vegetation and hurling his bulky frame in your
direction. It’s a bluff. Hard as it is not to run, maintain your crouching position and try not to flinch.
The gorilla will stop before reaching you and calmly return to his previous position, probably with
a smug glance over his shoulder. While such displays may turn savage between males of
different gorilla families, they are simply a performance—albeit a breathtaking one—when used
with human observers of habituated gorilla groups.
Tracking groups spend up to one hour with the gorillas on each excursion. This time limit is
carefully observed; it protects the animals from undue stress. If your group stayed longer, the
gorillas would probably end the visit themselves, by simply leaving. Habituated to human
company as they may be, their naturally shy, private nature would reassert itself in the end.
Please note: The flora and fauna of Uganda’s national parks and reserves is strictly protected.
Open fires are banned. Vegetation should not be damaged or destroyed unnecessarily. You are
asked to leave nothing behind after your stay with the gorillas; carry all litter back to base with
you.
Frequently Asked Questions
Q. Can I photograph the gorillas?
A. Yes, photography is allowed. But photos must be taken within the physical limitations of a
gorilla visit: from a low, crouched position with slow, minimal movement. Don’t take an excessive
number of photos and never use a flash. Taking videos of the gorillas is permitted, but only
without illumination lights.
Q. Can I touch a gorilla?
A. Absolutely not. Gorillas are curious creatures, and younger animals especially may approach
or attempt to touch human visitors. Don’t reciprocate! Your guide may take steps to discourage
this curious behavior, as it could create a threatening situation with the dominant male. You
yourself should never attempt to approach or touch a mountain gorilla.

Q. Is it possible to predict how long or how hard my group’s forest trek will be?
A. Tracking conditions vary according to the gorillas’ location on any given day, so the level of
difficulty for any specific trek is impossible to define in advance. It’s entirely possible that you will
find the gorillas quickly and be back in time for lunch. It’s also possible that you may trek three or
four hours — or longer — each way, and end your excursion just as the sun goes down.
Q. What happens if I find that the trek into the forest is too hard for me?
A. If you just can’t manage one more slippery slope or muddy hillside, advise your guide.
Depending on the point at which you stop, you’ll immediately return to the base of the trail with a
member of the tracking staff, or be asked to remain in place (with a staff member) until met by the
group on its return leg.
Q. Is it possible to arrange a private viewing—just me, the guides and the gorillas?
A. No, all gorilla tracking takes place in small groups of from four to eight people per gorilla family.
There are several different gorilla families. To guard the gorillas against stress, visits are limited
to one hour per family per day—regardless of the number of people in the visiting group. With the
available time already so limited, private visits cannot be arranged.
Q. I’ve heard that if I have the sniffles on the day of my gorilla excursion, I won’t be able to go. Is
this true?
A. Yes. Diseases such as colds, respiratory infections or diarrhea can be passed to gorillas by
human visitors. If you have a cold or similar communicable ailment at the time of your tracking
excursion, tell your guide. You won’t be able to visit the gorillas, but the cost of your gorillatracking permit will be refunded. If you set off on the trek anyway and the guide notices that
you’re sick, you’ll be escorted back to the base immediately. Your tracking permit fee will not be
refunded.
Q. Does A&K guarantee that I’ll be able to spend “quality time” with the gorillas?
A. No one can make this guarantee. Although trackers are very skilled at finding signs of gorillas
and their movements, even the most experienced do not meet with 100% success. You should
also be aware that consistent, clear viewing at close range is not always possible, given the
dense vegetation in which gorillas prefer to roam.
Please note: Abercrombie & Kent does not control the administration or play any part in the
operation of Uganda’s national parks and reserves, including Bwindi Impenetrable Forest where
gorilla tracking occurs. These areas are the total responsibility of local authorities. If our local staff
observe situations which merit improvement, they will request that changes be made, but the
authorities in charge are under no obligation to do so.
While Abercrombie & Kent has an excellent relationship with local authorities who are eager to
help us look after our guests, gorilla-tracking excursions are operated by these authorities, not by
Abercrombie & Kent.
Abercrombie & Kent believes that, if you travel with a sense of adventure, the rewards of gorilla
tracking will far outweigh the demands of the trip.

